Introduction: Intraoral scanning techniques, laser scans and cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) are becoming widely diffused in dental practice. These instruments can replace dental plaster casts with digital models; recent investigations have found that measurements taken on digital models do not differ clinically from those obtained on CBCT scans and physical models, but only intra-examiner reliability has been assessed. In the current study we tested both intra-and inter-examiner variations, together with intertechniques reliability. Methodology: Data from six adult subjects were retrospectively obtained. Twelve dental distances were measured on dental plaster casts using a digital calliper; on digital 3D CBCT images using inVivoDental software (Anatomage, San Jose, CA); and on laser scanned surfaces using Mirror Vectra Software (Canfield Scientific, Fairfield, NJ). Two different operators performed all measurements twice. Bland-Altman analysis, Kruskal-Wallis and Wilcoxon tests were used for comparisons.
Introduction
New technologies like scanning techniques, conebeam computerised tomography (CBCT) and three dimensional imaging are becoming more and more used in all branches of dental practice (conservative, prosthodontics, surgery and orthodontics). Among the other applications, these devices can replace dental plaster casts with digital models possessing several advantages: easy storage, no necessary physical space, no damages during handling, and easy data share with other professionals [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . CBCT, in particular, gives a 3D representation of the cranio-facial and dental structures and has already several indications in clinical routine: oral and maxillofacial surgery (orthognathic surgery, treatment of traumas and malignancies, nerve tracing in cases of third molar extraction and implant placement), endodontics (root fracture detection), orthodontics (diagnosis and treatment planning) [6, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In this last field, several studies have successfully compared the accuracy of craniofacial measurements taken using landmarks identified on CBCT scans with those taken directly on skulls with conventional digital callipers [16, 17] . Safety, accuracy and reliability of measurements taken with new instruments must be evaluated and compared with those obtained with traditional methods also for dental landmarks: data obtained from both the digital and traditional plaster casts models must match in order to allow using the new technologies in clinical practice [2, 8, 18] . In general, recent investigations found that measurements taken on digital models do not differ clinically from those obtained on CBCT scans and physical models [4, 5] . Unfortunately, while reporting intra-examiner reliability, no inter-examiner variations were presented [6] [7] [8] . Indeed, the assessment of interoperator variations seems to be of relevance in the current scenario where dental technicians often work in centralised locations at distance from clinical offices, and several of them may be involved in the evaluation of the same dental reproductions. In the current study, we compared measurements taken on digital models obtained from CBCT images and laser scanned surfaces with direct measurements OPEN ACCESS This is an Open Access article under the CC BY-NC 4.0 license.
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Material and methods
Data from six adult Caucasian subjects with full dentition, no implant surgery, dental fillings, prostheses or caries that could affect the morphology of teeth were obtained. Twelve dental distances ( Fig. 1) were measured on dental plaster casts using a digital calliper; on digital 3D CBCT images using inVivoDental software (Anatomage, San Jose, CA); and on laser scanned surfaces using Mirror® Vectra Software (Canfield Scientific, Fairfield, NJ).
Two different operators performed all measurements twice. A previous calibration session was performed: each operator made the whole set of measurements on a dental plaster cast and on its digital reproduction, as well as on the CBCT images of a patient not included in the study. The results were discussed until a consensus about landmark location was obtained. Intra-and inter-operator reliability was assessed by Bland-Altman analysis, and for each comparison both the reproducibility coefficient and the bias (difference between measurements divided by the mean value) were calculated [7, 18] .
The mean values were computed separately for tooth and measurement (mesiodistal and vestibulopalatal or vestibulolingual crown diameters). The three different techniques were compared by Bland-Altman analysis and Kruskal-Wallis test, with the Wilcoxon test for posthoc comparisons. For all tests, the statistical significance level was set to p < 0.01, with the Bonferroni correction for post-hoc comparisons.
Results
The intra-and inter-operator biases ranged between 0 and 0.34 mm, and only 3/72 biases were equal to larger than |0.3| mm (Table 1) . These biases were observed for the vestibulopalatal diameters of teeth 24 and 26 (intraoperator analysis), and the vestibulopalatal diameter of tooth 26 (inter-operator analysis). Reproducibility ranged between 72 and 99%, the worst coefficients were found for CBCT measurements (18/24 were lower than 90%), the best for plaster casts (all larger than 93%). The intraand inter-operator reliabilities were comparable. The three different techniques gave very similar measurements, with biases smaller than ±0.1 mm, except the calliper-CBCT comparisons of the mesiodistal diameters of teeth 41 and 24 (Table 2) . Reproducibility ranged between 90 and 100%; the comparisons between plaster and digital casts had the best reproducibility coefficients (all larger than 97%). The mean differences (± 1 SD) for calliper-digital, digital-CBCT and calliper-CBCT measurements were respectively 0.09±0.14, 0±0.3, 0.09±0.37 mm (Fig. 2) . Only three differences were larger than 0.5 mm, which represents the threshold for clinical acceptability [7, 18] : calliper-CBCT for teeth 41 and 24, and digital-CBCT for tooth 24 (all mesiodistal crown diameter). Calliper measurements slightly overestimated digital cast values, while the other differences were more scattered.
Only the mesiodistal distance of tooth 24 (KruskalWallis test, p = 0.002) was significantly different among techniques (Table 3 ).
Discussion
In the present investigation, we compared dental Original Article linear distances (crown dimensions) taken with three different techniques. Overall, differences among the measurements were limited, and their reproducibility very high, ranging between 90 and 100%. Together with the comparison among methods, we investigated the variability inherent to each measurement protocol, namely the effect of repeated measurements made by the same and different operators. We found limited intra-and inter-operator variabilities. Indeed, the quantification of inter-operator reliability is necessary whenever multiple operators contribute to the analysis of the same dental reproductions. The good agreement between our two operators may be an effect of their prior calibration, which should be included in all measurement protocols [12] . Apparently, this is the first study that reported inter- Table 1 . Intra-and inter-operator repeatability (Bland-Altman analysis).
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operator differences: for instance, both White et al. [19] and El-Zanaty et al. [20] assessed only intra-examiner bias. Indeed, two or three different operators were involved in other studies, but only intra-operator variability was reported [6] . Similarly, Wiranto et al.
[8] assessed the variability from three different operators, but did not report the actual inter-operator data, quoting a previous investigation. The excellent reproducibility of the three different measurement techniques is in line with the current literature reports. For instance, De Luca Canto et al. [2] made an extensive review to study the validity of measurements obtained from digital dental models produced from laser scanning against those directly made on the original physical dental models. The authors concluded that the current scientific evidence supports the validity of digital measurements. White et al. [19] tested the accuracy of the digital reproductions of dental models made by using CBCT scans, and found satisfactory values for intra-arch measurements but inaccurate inter-arch relationships. El-Zanaty et al. [20] compared linear distances obtained on plaster casts and from CT head scans; the two techniques had excellent agreement. More recent studies reported that both intraoral scanning and CBCT scanning of alginate impressions of the dental arches gave valid, reliable, and reproducible dental measurements for diagnostic purposes. Wiranto et al.
[8] compared traditional plaster scans, scans obtained from intraoral scans, and CBCT scans of alginate impressions, and found that the digital reproduction of dental arches can be usefully employed for diagnostic purposes.
In the current study, the worst coefficients of reproducibility were found for CBCT measurements, while the best were those obtained for plaster casts. For CBCT, similar data were reported by Kim et al. [4, 5] . Literature is not in agreement about the technique with the best reproducibility: both digital models [4, 5, 7] , and plaster models [16] had the best scores in different studies. Overall, only three mesiodistal crown diameters had differences larger than 0.5 mm, which is considered the threshold for clinical acceptability [7, 18] . This corresponds to 8% of the analysed dental distances (3 out of 12 distances x 3 techniques values), a value larger than that reported by Tarazona-Álvarez et al. [6] who found only 5% of significant differences when comparing 20 linear distances obtained directly on dried mandibles and on their CBCT scans. Additionally, the current results well confirm that measurements involving the premolars are more variable than the other ones [4] . In general, the overestimation of calliper measurements vs. digital casts data is in line with the literature reports [18] , while the comparison with CBCT data is more scattered. For instance, on dry mandibles, most of CBCT measurements were significantly smaller than those obtained by using the calliper [6] .
Conclusion
In conclusion, measurements on digital dental models and CBCT reconstructions of the dental arches seem clinically reliable as direct measurements performed on dental plaster casts. Inter-and intra-operator reliability were acceptable, while more care may be needed for CBCT measurements, as also underlined by previous studies [3, 4] . The results are promising, nevertheless further evaluations on a larger sample are advised.
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